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From the Editor's Desk
Dear Readers

We are immensely happy to introduce the theme for this edition of Times Meridian,
E- Magazine - Monsoon: The Season of Rain, Clouds and Fun.
While the world is facing a tough time due to the ongoing pandemic situation, as a famous
quote by the fictional character Albus Dumbledore goes- “Happiness can be found even
in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to turn on the light”, we also firmly
believe that awareness of the situation is necessary, needless worrying is most definitely
not. We must learn to stay resilient and not panic. 

Happy Reading!
Yours Truly

The Editorial Team

The most effective way to get your mind off grim topics is by watching the beautiful rains
& serene clouds. The season which is the favourite of many, monsoon signals the start of
the rainy phase. The South Asian monsoon is a system of winds that reverse direction at
roughly the same time every year. As these winds move up and down the Indian
subcontinent, they carry fresh water to hundreds of millions of farmers. Highly predictable
monsoon rains are the lifeblood of agriculture throughout the Indian subcontinent. 

Monsoons are also adored by the general masses. Birdwatching, going for evening walks in
the lush greenery, the formation of rainbows, eating hot and spicy food such as garam
samosas, papdi chaat, pakoras, vada pav and other such delicacies along with some
steaming masala chai create an aura of this beautiful season. One can enjoy every bit of it. 

Sometimes, it is merely appreciating the beauty in everyday situation that can help lighten
up our mood greatly, and it would be wise to remember, especially in these difficult times,
to look out for all the good in the world, and just take a moment to appreciate the simple
things in life such as the cool breeze blowing in through our windows that rejuvenates us
or the pitter- patter of raindrops on our roofs, a comforting companion for when one is
alone. 
We congratulate and thank all our creative, talented young minds from grades VI-VIII who
took the initiative to send their entries for Times Meridian to make it a word read!.
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"Coming together is a beginning,
keeping together is progress, and
working together is SUCCESS" 
Henry Ford

Monsoon: The Season of Rain, Clouds and
Fun
“Anyone who says sunshine brings happiness
has never danced in the rain.”
How true this statement is! The joys of this
beautiful season which brings rain down upon
Earth from the glorious heavens are so many in
number! Many people believe that sunshine is
what makes one’s heart leap, and that rain is
almost always dark, gloomy and depressing, but
there is actually so much more to this season
than just inability to go out into the open and
having to sit at home, glaring at the thick curtain
formed by the downpour, blocking one’s view of
the environment. To start off with, children
absolutely adore jumping in puddles and, of
course, dancing in the rain. Winter is often said
to be the season in which settling down in a cosy
armchair with hot chocolate and perhaps a good
book is the trend, but monsoon is a great time to
do so as well, because, after all, when it’s raining
cats and dogs outside, nothing better than to get
comfy inside! My favourites in the season are to
take in the earthly scent of the first rains-
petrichor, and to watch the beautiful rainfall
upon the Earth. Monsoon is my favourite season,
and after reading this, is it not your favourite
season as well? To conclude, dear readers, this
monsoon, be ready to enjoy the rains to the
fullest!

- Mahima Mitra
VIII-C
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Road map for Growth
With the strong foundation laid at Meridian, from the known biosphere to the unknown arcades, our
students have found a way forward in the present situation of the pandemic. They proved that they are
prepared for whatever comes their way and will embrace it with grace. Resilience is the key to unlock the
potential within! Taking timely actions can be the driving force and we shall continue to explore the
unfamiliar territory of cyber woods, beyond the locked classrooms, deal with the change and create a
road map for growth.

Ms. Renuka Butta
Correspondent

Meridian Educational Society

The only constant in life is change  
…Heraclitus, Greek Philosopher

Pre-March 2020, the norms of the society were different. Many were reluctant to join a video call,
camera conscious and not so tech savvy. As we channel through daily life today with teachers and
students in the virtual classrooms, teaching and learning together, education has changed its
dimension. Change is the only constant indeed! It is inevitable. Covid-19 is the new global teacher
with all human beings it's students. Work-From-Home has transformed into a Living-At-Work place.
We at Meridian are adept at online classes, using optimal methods of imparting education for the
benefit of learning fraternity and will continue doing the same. This change has proven to be more
productive allowing children some extra time to work on themselves. At this outset, I would like to
congratulate students and teachers for seamlessly adapting to the new normal. Online competitions,
virtual MUN, Webinars, Break out room-group discussions etc., are a few of the many opportunities
that have been created to excel. It gives me immense contentment to see students participating and
collaborating through these sessions. At Meridian, it is our incessant endeavour to promote
experiential learning. So what if the school building is closed but schooling remains the same.

Dr. Snigdha Sachdeva
Principal

Meridian School, Madhapur
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Dear Readers.....
Greetings from Meridian School Madhapur!!!
The only segment of the society which has adapted excellently to the "New Normal" is the teacher and
taught. Our little scholars who are the busy bees hovering the electronic gadgets and connecting with
their teachers online are not restricting their learning to academics but are enhancing their skills in 
 various aspects. The proof of which was the recently organised Model United Nations by Meridianities
and other activities conducted virtually over the past two months.
As always, we appreciate the support and cooperation of parents and students alike in this new process
of knowledge acquisition. At the same time, as educationists, we request all of you to now focus on the
psychological well being and happiness of the little blooming buds who have learnt to live through the
pandemic but still need the support of the society in whole to blossom into bright flowers. Please take
care of these lovely children of (y)ours.
Wishing you all health and happiness.

Dear Students,
Life is all about chances and opportunities. Never leave anything to chance and never let an
opportunity get away. Succeeding in life is as simple as being a good student. All you have to do is
be punctual, sincere, disciplined and committed. Work hard to give your best. Failure is only
temporary. The only thing that should be permanent is your will to overcome it. You will meet a lot of
people in your life who will give you advice and tell you what is best for you. Listen to them but at
the end of the day, do what your heart tells you to. Being a good student throughout school life is
like preparing yourself for a marathon. Focus on your goals and study hard. Don’t study to earn,
study to learn. What you learn today is what you will become tomorrow because if you keep putting
off your studies for tomorrow, you will probably be too late. As a student, the most important thing
to remember is that laziness is your enemy and hard work is your best friend. I hope you keep a
positive spirit in achieving your goals in life.
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Ms. Sai Sathyaki
Vice Principal

Meridian School, Madhapur

Ms. S. Anuradha
Middle School Coordinator

Meridian School, Madhapur



IN FACT IT 'S FICTION

A day at the park is just what I wanted, Dave thought. He wanted to go to the
park for a longtime. His parents had finally agreed after having been
persuaded by him. They always thought it was dangerous but their son had
convinced them. They didn't want to go to the park because the maniac clown
lived there. Everybody was scared of him because most people thought that he
would hurt them and no one had ever visited him. Dave along with his parents
left at 7 am for an hour-long journey to reach the park as it was far away in a
marooned forest. The park looked nice. They paid the entrance fee and hired
some cycles. They all rode until the bird sanctuary which was filled with
Phoenixes (the rarest birds in the entire world). You would be lucky to find one,
and if the bird liked your nature, would soon become your pet. It protects its
master throughout its life. The other birds they saw were Hornbills with
colored beaks which Dave liked a lot. He even got a phoenix as a pet. They
wanted to explore more but by the time they finished with the bird sanctuary,
it was time to go home. Then they accidentally met the maniac clown. At first,
they were scared of the clown but after he invited them to his sanctuary home,
they knew that he was not dangerous. He gave them good food, told the
funniest jokes, and also gifted a joke book to Dave. Dave was very happy and
realized that the so-called maniac clown was a good person after all.

                                                                                                          Pranav Veldurti 
VII-D

“Happy Birthday Maalu!” cheered the crowd. There was a sight of silence when
aunt Daisy threw a loud scream. “ahhaa”. We all took a quick turn to see what
happened to aunt Daisy…Aunt Daisy was on the floor!! She had fainted. We
placed her on the couch and as soon as she woke up, I asked her “what
happened Aunty, why did you shout?“ Someone grabbed my hair from the back
and pulled me but when I turned around there was no one, she replied. Then
another scream but this time it was from the abandoned basement under our
house which had not been opened for years. It belonged to a couple who lived
in Mumbai. I asked, ”Are they ever going to come and take over the keys to their
house?” my dad replied, “NO ONE KNOWS ……….” It’s still a mystery who held
aunty Daisy from the back and who shouted in the basement…“NO ONE
KNOWS..”.

                                                                                                            Hari Chandana 
VIII-D

Arizona receives 31.5% of its total annual rainfall during
a monsoon.

August 2020

THE DAY AT THE PARK

MALVITHA’S MYSTERIOUS
MEMORIES

SAI SRUTHI DESU- VII C

HARSHITHA KOTA- VII B

VANDANA PATLOLA - VIII D



“Well he’s mostly dead sir. We searched for 6 hours. 13 deaths, and 102 casualties, but no sign of him sir. Are you
sure he was at the zero – point? Over.” Said the policeman. An explosion took place in the backyard of house no.
71, Penton street, Berlin, August 8th 9:32 PM. “No clue of what happened sir. Over & out.” The world is full of
chaos, small accidents turning into the deaths of many. “He was at the zero – point. He has done VERY
suspicious and dangerous things before; we keep tabs on him. One of his neighbours, who was actually a spy,
tipped us. I am convinced that this requires military attention. He’s definitely a terrorist and a threat to the city
of Berlin, and maybe even the entire country of Germany. Over.” Said the voice through the police-man’s walkie-
talkie. The street was surrounded by policemen, crowds, and news reporters. This reminded everyone of the
recent affair of Beirut, a huge explosion, in the capital of the country. Not long before political attention was
brought. And then – it happened. A clue was found. “What’s this I hear - his Mercedes is missing from his
garage?” said the voice. “There’s a possibility that the explosion was caused by the car sir. That’s why it’s
missing.” Said the policeman. “The garage was and is in perfect condition.” Said the voice. “Maybe he rolled the
car out somewhere and the explosion happened. We have got men doing lab tests to find out the cause of the
explosion sir,” explained the policeman.“Well you see?” said the voice. “It’s always the hardest to suspect that
your boss is the person you were sent to look for on ground duty.” The policeman was confused. “What do you
mean sir?” he said. And that was the last, people heard of him; he was never found again. In the end, the tests
proved that the explosion was caused by a bomb, striking the fear of terrorism across Germany. The
policeman’s boss had also gone missing a few days later. The investigation was soon in a stalemate, and the
case was eventually closed. Still, that night is and will always remain a mystery.

                                                                                                                                                                         Suhaas Kadiyala 
VII-A

Abandoned & Afraid, that’s exactly how I felt back then. I had no one supporting me. No one to share my thoughts with. I still
remember the voice of Ruskin, my brother screaming in my head. I was in pitch darkness back then. I could not hear or see
anything at all. I ran and ran, because for some unknown reason it gave me comfort. I shouted with all my might but still could find
no result. Suddenly then, I heard a voice. “Mitchel, wake up.” I jumped out of my bed, with a startle, my heart trying to keep up. I was
awake, but it still took me a minute to realise where I was. At first, I thought the dream I had was meaningless. But later I realised
that it definitely had a meaning. The dream depicts the pain of being alone. Always remember that each one of us need to be with
one or several people who really care for us. Someone who cherishes you, to share your happiness and sorrow. That is the bond you
share with the ones important to you . 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Sai Abhinav 
VII-A

IN FACT IT 'S FICTION

There are nearly 500,000 lightning strikes during a
monsoon.

August 2020

THE MYSTERIOUS
NIGHT OF BERLIN

BOND



This is a story of Tenali Rama, the time when he wasn’t a courtier in king
Krishnadevaraya's court and lived in his village. Droughts started occurring in Tenali’s
village. There wasn’t even enough water to drink. All the villagers were in trouble
because of this. When  the drought started worsening, a saint came to their village and
it suddenly started raining heavily. All the villagers thought that rains occurred
because of the learned saint who set foot in their village, so they started to treat the
saint like god. Tenali Rama thought differently, the rains occurred because someday,
they had to. So, he went to the saint and asked him, Good day Maharaj, how’s the old
date?” Understanding what Tenali wanted to convey, the saint laughed. The villagers
looked in confusion and asked Tenali, ``What do you mean?” Tenali replied, Once upon a
time, there was a big date tree there. The dates weren’t falling from the tree. One day,
a crow came and sat on the tree, and suddenly a date fell from the tree. The villagers
thought that the date fell because of the crow. Hearing the story, the villagers started
to laugh and admit how foolish they were. Then the saint said to Tenali, "you are very
intelligent and clever, keep doing good deeds and one day you will become a very rich
and remembered man." saying that, the saint left the village.
Moral: Don’t be superstitious, believe in karma.

                                                                                                                     Radha Sakargayan 
VII-D

Times were turbulent. There were disturbing reports from Oslo that people were being
kidnapped. At Monster Hunters, we decided to send an Operative to Oslo to investigate.
While the operative was trying to fathom the situation, he was caught unaware by a
Draugr. We listened to the transmitter attached to the operative as he breathed his last.
We were up against the dreaded Undead zombies of the Norse myths, who were
controlled by a necromancer. My company strategized revenge. I, who was considered
gifted, was chosen, trained and provided with a Draugr bite proof leather armor, a bone
forged sword, and a gun. I went directly to the place where the previous agent was
killed. The zombies spotted me. I faced them fearlessly scattering pickled brains to
throw them off-guard. I moved fast to reach the necromancer. He seemed fast asleep. I
took out my sword and lunged for his throat. He awoke, dodged and snarled ‘Traitor’,
commanding his zombies to kill me. I rushed and chopped off his head with a swing of
my sword. I went back to my base victorious and was promoted as a Monster Hunter
Commando.

                                                                                                                                  Pranab Saha 
VII-B

IN FACT IT 'S FICTION

KILLING THE NECROMANCER

August 2020

The Saints Prediction

The name "monsoon" is said to be derived from the
arabic word "mausim" - meaning a shift in season or
wind.

SANVI SHREE- VII B

RITHVIK MALHOTRA- VIII B

JAYANI REDDY - VIII E



POETS UNITED

THE BEACH
The beach was a place where people
felt calm,
But now, it’s just full of dirt and trash.
Plastic and garbage everywhere,
No one today even cares.

Not just the beach,
But the ocean too.
Deep inside,
Lies tons of waste.

With each passing day,
Innocent animals are dying.
We must act before it’s too late,
Or Mother Earth shall perish.

Climate changing, animals affected,
Nature’s gift will fade away.
Stop the plastic, reduce the trash,
Let’s all stop pollution together!

FLOWERS
Flowers, Flowers, Oh Dear
Flowers,
We love to stare at you for hours
and hours.
You look so bright when there are
no cloud covers,
We like the way you sway when,
over you, the wind hovers.
You come in so many beautiful
colours,
Just like the beautiful rainbow
after rain showers.
In the world of sweet and sours,
You are spread through the earth
of ours.
Flowers, Flowers Oh Dear
Flowers,
We love to stare at you for hours
and hours.

Ananya Nalamati
VII-B

MY BOOKS
I read a book or two,
But I don’t know from which avenue.
They come and go,
Oh! How much I learn I know
All my books stay at home,
And take me to places like Rome.
Every word I read,
Is like a small bead.
All these beads from my favourite
story,
Give me the greatest glory.

KID-NAPPING
One day at a mall,
The room started shaking.
People were jolted up and down,
And the windows started breaking!

There was a lot of yelling and
screaming,
And sounds of dogs yapping.
Then finally the noise died down,
And the kid started napping!

Kesavi Loka
VIII-E

August 2020

Vibhali Srinivasan
VIII-E

Hamsini Padmanabhan
VIII-B

In India they have insurance for farmers to cover
uncertain weather.

SRINIDHI PISAPATI- VIII E

SIDDHANT- VII D

RHEA MANYALA- VII B



MY IDEAL SUPERHERO
Days pass by, on the brink of fear,
The saviours of the world are right here.

Darkness, gloom, troubled thought,
These are the battles they have fought.

Whilst the pandemic leaves us forlorn,
They create an environment worthy to be born.

The moment of pride, happiness and patriotism,
Is all of theirs with no nepotism.

They who treat our diseases,
And they who keep us remote from harm,
Are the ones who deserve
Respect, greatness and the title ‘Charm’.

They are none other than those at the hospitals,
And those at the borders,
Our ideal superheroes,
Doctors and soldiers.

Shreyansh Patra
VIII-D

THE SUNNY BROOK
FARM
The flowers blossom,
Like little children do,

How I wish,
I could too.
Let us blossom, like
Little children do.

Let us all laugh out loud
Till our laughter reaches
the clouds.
The roses are red,
The violets are blue,
Let us all blossom,
Till our doom.

The fragrant lilies,
The thorny rose,
All blossom and blossom,
Like the stars twinkling.
Let us all blossom,
Till our doom.

Mayookha
VIII-B

THE TWO GUARDIANS OF LIFE
People often feel sad,
When things go bad.
It is a waste of time,
In our only life.
Things may go wrong for a while,
But you should always wear a smile.
Life is a combination of joys of sunlight,
And sorrows of rain,
Which makes you wiser,
And helps you think higher.
You must always remember,
That even the beautiful rose needs
A taste of rain for it to grow.
And that’s when you will know,
That sorrow and smiles,
Are the guardians of life.

Anand Datta Kalidasu
VIII-C

POETS UNITED

DESIRE
I stayed up all night, looking for my light
I thought in the dark, waited for a spark
Hoping that someday I lead my own way
And never go astray
Through the hardest of times

I shall fight for what’s mine
To reach my goals I shall do what I must
Never give up and try my best
I will fight for my one and only desire
And be fierce like the roaring fire
I wait for the day
When stars will lead my way...
                                                        Harshita.L
                                                                   VII-D

FAILURE AND SUCCESS
Failure and success are two instruments
of a band
When played in harmony they make life’s
concert grand
Do not be afraid of failure, it means you
are trying hard
Trying something different, new or to
make a difference in one’s view.
In our life’s story, success is the last page
Whereas failure fills up the other pages
Life’s humble pie would be so boring if it
was just sweet
It tastes best when failure and success
come together
To make life so perfectly bitter sweet

Krisha Kakkar
VII-D

August 2020

Planting of crops like
rice, cotton, sugarcane
and soya bean depends
heavily on the rains
received.



PROUD TO BE A SOLDIER
People of my country,
I am here for you day and night.
In the freezing cold, as hard as
Himalayan ice,
Ready to sacrifice.

I fight in battles without any fear,
Where there is no security for the
future year.
I am celebrating my festivals with
guns and bullets,
You play Holi with colours but we stay
back as saviours.

You complain about hot and cold days,
While, we stay in harsh weather of
Siachen all days,
I do not know if I will ever meet my
family again,
But I make sure to take care of my
countrymen.
I am a proud soldier
JAI HIND

S. Sai Sanhita
VIII-D

DAD
My hero does not need to hide
behind a mask
My hero does not need a cape to
fly
He is the one who goes to office
everyday
And make me inspire his sway
Yes, he is my father
And the one who always bother

He is my shield, protecting me
from any danger,
A man stronger than a big
grumpy monster.
He is like a genie from a bottle,
In the form of a human who’s
normal.

He is someone who catches me
before I fall,
Picking me up and lifting me
higher.
He is the one who thinks about
everyone,
Never selfish, Never jealous.

Dad, you know that I like Thor,
And even Ironman’s cool,
But I don’t really need them,
As long as I have YOU!

Adarsh Yhenishetty
VIII-E

POETS UNITED
August 2020

KESAVI LOKA- VIII E

ANEESH PERI- VII B

V. ADITHI REDDY- VIII E

The unexpected summer rains, which constitutes 80%
of the total rainfall, is witnessing disturbing changes
due to global warming.



POETS UNITED

MOON OH! MOON
Moon Oh! Moon
Slipping softly through the sky,
Can you hear me up so high?
Moon oh! moon, moon, moon,
Will you come down to me soon?

You have a face like the mirror in the hall,
Who shines down on thieves from the garden
wall,
On streets and fields, the crowded harbour,
With birdies asleep in the nooks of trees.
Moon oh! moon, moon, moon,
Will you come down to me soon?

Brushing over top of trees,
Playing hide and seek with stars,
Keeping up with Jupiter or may be Mars.
Moon oh! moon, moon, moon,
Will you come down to me soon?

Adwaiy Reddy
VII-C

SUNLIGHT
Let us imagine a world,
Where laughter exists without  sorrow.
It sees, it blings,
Sunlight shows the way.
Happiness is spread to one another,
Making it much better.
Brightly shines the light,
Just don’t be shy.
Go out, go play!
Never be out in any way.
Don’t beseech unless it is certain,
Wherein you will find the wonder.
Sunlight you…
Sunlight them…
Make yourself better,
Than anyone else.
You are better,
You are set.
Be one with the world,
Sunlight you..
Sunlight them..

Rishil Satya Komaragiri
VIII-B

TOMORROW
Nobody knows for tomorrow,
What’s going to occur,
Happiness or sorrow.
Today is like any other day,
Let us enjoy tonight,
Under the shine of the
moonlight.

Yesterday is gone forever,
Even if we think we are
smart,
We do not have the ability to
catch the past.
Be aware of being alive;
Such a heavenly sign,
To feel our breath.

Treasure the present, for,
Second by second, we get
old,
Until life is to fold.

Amrita Kalidasu
VII-CNEW AGE LEARNING

Learning in times of Covid-19 is challenging,
Everything around us is rapidly changing.
Students and teachers are learning online,
This new way of schooling is going on just fine.
Teachers are working non-stop,
So that our learning has no full-stop.
Schooling is certainly evolving,
Students should focus on problem-solving.
Gadgets are our new best buddies,
Helping us keep up with our studies.
Teachers and parents are riding this new wave,
So, we children should be the ones to behave.
Students and teachers, let us unite,
To make our future healthy, happy and bright.

Naman Chandra
VI-C

IN FLANDERS FIELDS
Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely sing and fly
Scarce heard amid the sound of guns below.
We are the Dead, short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie,
In Flanders fields
Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.

C.Sri Lasya
VIII-E

August 2020

In several parts of the world, life depends on the monsoon
rains.



Watercolours are perfect to use for this activity. If you don’t have any, you
can make your own by watering down food colouring.
Any sturdy surface will do. We’ve done this with card stock, poster board,
cardboard, watercolour paper, paper plates and foam core.

RAISED SALT PAINTING

Raised salt painting is an all-time favourite kid’s art activity that is loved by all
ages from toddlers to elderly. Glue, salt, and watercolours are all you need for
this simple art activity, also known as salty watercolours.
Materials Required:
Card stock, Squeeze bottle of glue, Table Salt, Liquid watercolours, Paint brushes
or droppers

Method -
1. Squeeze glue designs or pictures onto your card stock.
2. Sprinkle with salt until the glue is thoroughly covered. Tip to let excess salt fall
away.
3. Dip your paint brush into liquid watercolour paint then gently touch to the salt
covered glue lines. Watch the paint travel in both directions.
4. Let it dry thoroughly. This may take a day or two. Your beautiful painting is
ready!!
Courtesy: artfulparent.com

Bhavya
VIII - D

HARRY POTTER DIY QUILL!

Make this awesome Harry Potter DIY in minutes!!
Materials Required:
 Paper (small square - half of a A4 size) ,Ink tube or pencil, Glue, Scissors
Method -
1.Fold paper in half and place your pen or pencil on it
2. Glue both halves of the page together and cut out a feather shape
3. Make snips in your feather pen to finish it up
4. And voila! You’re done!
Courtesy: kawaiiletter.wordpress.com 

       Rujula
VII-B

DO IT YOURSELF 
August 2020

The coastal state of Kerala is the first to receive the
seasonal rains. The southwest monsoon first hits the
Western Ghats in the state and then moves
northward along the Western Ghats.

RUJULA Y- VII B

SHLOK MISHRA - VI D

VARNIKA BIDAKAR- VII B



DESK ORGANIZER 

Materials Required:
1.Cardboard of the length and width of what size of organizer is required.
2.A glue-stick
3. Tape
4. Scissors
5. Thin cardboard boxes
6. Wrapping paper
Step 1
Take a cardboard and determine how long and wide you want it. I decided to make a long and thin one,
so I cut my cardboard accordingly. Use tape to cover the corners from all ends. This reduces the
bulkiness for folding the sides.
Step 2
Now you need to take those thin cardboard boxes and arrange them into the cardboard box you've
created. Make sure that they fit within the box and ensure to create a wiggle room which will allow you to
wrap the box and still have it fit snugly. Once you've decided on how to arrange the boxes, take your
scissors and snip off the top face of the box. Don't worry if the box starts to fall apart, you can always
tape it back together!
Step 3
With the boxes all taped together and structured well, you can wrap each box. But you do have two
options.
The first one is to glue the boxes and then glue pieces of the wrapping paper to cover it.
OR
Have each box wrapped and then put together again, so that you can rearrange the boxes whenever you
see fit. I decided to wrap each individually.
Step 4
If any of the boxes is too big then make a divider and place it where you want to have certain things
more neat. To do that, you need to take two faces of the boxes that you've previously cut out to make the
open top boxes and position them into a T by using tape to the sides down securely before wrapping it. I
do recommend that you have it fit snugly inside one of the boxes or else it is a bit flimsy, but that is
optional.
And voila, you have a beautiful, easy to make desk organizer to organize your desk!
Courtesy by, instructables.com

Hari Chandana 
VIII - D

DO IT YOURSELF 
August 2020

In the US, New Mexico, Southwest Texas, and Arizona are all
regions with a monsoon season from June 15th to
September 30th every year.



a) Who is the Gryffindor house named after?
b) Who is the Ravenclaw house named after?
c) Who teaches potions in Harry Potter when Harry made a luck potion?
d) Who is the Slytherin house named after?
e) Who was the Headmaster in the 6th year of Hogwarts?
f) Unscramble letters 
 (Hint - names of the characters) 
1 Onr
2 Grahid
3 Gonamgcall
4 Lushogrn
5 abscebrs

Krisha Kakkar 
            VII-D  

THINK TANK 

1) I have no voice and yet I speak to you,I tell you of all the things in the World that
people do.I have leaves, but I am not a tree,I have pages, but I am not a bride or
royalty.I have a spine and hinges, but I am not a man or door,I have told you all, I
cannot tell you more.What am I?

2) A six-foot tall magician had a water glass and was holding the glass above his
head. He let it drop to the carpet without spilling a single drop of water. How could
he manage to drop the glass from a height of six feet and not spill a drop of water?

                                                                                                                                      Mahima 
VII-B

1) You buy me to eat but don’t eat me. What am I?                                  
2) I have a mouth, but cannot eat. I move but do not have legs and  have a
bank but cannot deposit money in it. What am I?                    
3) What gets wetter, the more it dries?                                                         
4) What is full of holes but still holds water?

Shivani Bathula 
VII-B

Many credit the Greek mariner HIPPALUS for
discovering the monsoon winds on his voyage to
India.
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TICKLERS

HARRY POTTER QUIZ

BRAIN TEASERS

Find the answers on page 18!

ANAND K- VIII C

MIHIR- VI B

KRISHA KAKKAR- VII D



1.What temperature is the same regardless of whether it is expressed in degree Centigrade or degree Fahrenheit?
2. Jayson was murdered on a snowy winter evening. Upon being informed, the inspectors quickly came to the crime scene. At the
time of the murder there were 4 of Jayson’s friends in his house, Kate, James, Olivia and Mike. The inspector inquired with his
friends to know what they were doing at the time of  murder.
Kate: I was looking at his library as I wanted to read a book.
James: I was looking for some snacks.Olivia: I was swimming in the pool.
Mike: I was watching T.V After hearing all this, the inspector immediately caught the murderer. 
How did the Inspector solve the mystery?
3. Jackson was kidnapped by a scary clown. The clown threw Jackson into a big pit, almost 70 feet deep. In order to save his life,
Jackson had to get out of the pit. There were a few things in the pit that could save his life. A rope, a ladder (15 meters long), and a
big empty wooden barrel. Soon after, the pit started to fill with water. Jackson didn’t know how to swim. The water level had risen
almost up to his nose. What should he do to get out of the pit?
4. I am not heavy, but nobody can hold me for long. What am I? Take away my first letter, second letter or all of them, I would remain
the same. Who am I?
                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Radha Sakargayan 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    VII-D

5. What is the country of birth of HBVUBNB CVEEIB?
6. What is TBVEJ BSBCJB ’S main export?
7. Where is NBVOB MPB volcano situated?
8. What is a baby 11 1 14 7 1 18 14 called?
9. Who is the author of the famous series 19 8 5 18 12 15 3 11 8 15 12 13 5 19?
10.The 13 1 20 19 25 1 1 22 1 20 1 18 is lord Vishnu’s ____ avatar.
11. Unscramble RIMANA BHECA,  (Name of a famous beach in Chennai)
12. Unscramble MAIDOND, (Name of the birthstone for the month ofApril).
13. Unscramble BIOMOPHANETO (Term that defines the fear of insects).
14. Who is the author of SEBBOH DNA NIVLAC?
15. NORBEL SEMAJ is a famous player of what sport?
16. Whose cousin is KNUAMRBAHKA?
17. A baby swan is called a ____________.
18. A snake uses it _________ to smell things.
19. The name of a recent Hindi movie, on the life of a famous mathematician, is_______.
Hints- Use the key - A=B, C=D, Z=A and so on.
 

Harshita Kota 
VII-D     

THINK TANK 
August 2020

TICKLE YOUR BRAIN

Monsoon in India is divided into two - Summer and Winter
Monsoon.



Godric Gryffindor
Rowena Ravenclaw
Professor Slughorn
Salazar Slytherin
Albus Dumbledore
Ron
Hagrid
McGonagall
Slughorn
Scabbers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

THINK TANK 

1.Plate
2.River
3.Towel
4.Sponge

HARRY POTTER QUIZ

-40
Olivia, (it was snowing )
Big, empty, wooden barrel - it
can float
Breathe
Nepal
Oil
Hawaii
Joey
Sir Canon Doyle
1st
Marina  Beach
Diamond
Entomophobia
Bill Waterson
Basketball
Ravan
Cygnet
Tongue
Shakuntala Devi

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

During the rainy season it is common to see a mouse
on the back of a frog. They do this to escape the flood
water as frogs ferry them back to safety.

August 2020

ANSWERS
TICKLERS

BRAIN TEASERS

Book
The glass was empty

1.
2.

TICKLE YOUR BRAIN

AKSHAY KADAM- VI A

ANGAD THAUR - VIII D

SHIVANI BATHULA- VII B



SCI FI AND MORE

DO YOU KNOW WHY CONTINENTS MOVE?     
Look at a map of the Atlantic Ocean. You will notice that the coastal shapes of
South America and Africa resemble each other. Could they have been conjoint
in the past in the form of a giant jigsaw? In 1912, a German scientist named
Afar Winger put forth the theory of ‘Continental drift’. He suggested that, 200
million years ago, all the continents were joined in one big mass. Overtime,
they shifted to their present positions.Continents are made of solid rock. But
the rock deep down in the earth is molten or liquid. The molten rock moves in
slow currents causing the continents above it to drift.The Himalayas were
formed because the landmass of India moved north and pushed against the
Asian continent. Land masses and continents are in the process of drifting
continuously. Many years hence, the world will look very different from the
way it is today.

According to the Indian Institute of Tropical
Meteorology website, since 1871, India has experienced
19 major flood years and 26 drought years.

1.Octopi (plural form of octopus) has three hearts!
2. Usually, a cat sleeps for 2/3 of the day. So, by the time a
cat is nine, it wouldonly be awake for 3 years.
3. Cheetahs use their tails to steer while running
4. Each giraffe’s spots are unique like a human fingerprint!
5. The body of a jellyfish is 95%-98% water!
6. The official animal of Scotland is  Unicorn!

August 2020

FACTS

 Rujula 
VII-B

Amrita 
VII-C

CHERANVI PALLE- VII A

HARSHITA. L - VII D

HARSHINI- VII C



FITNESS GOALS
“You have to think it before you can do it. The mind is what makes it all
possible.” — Kai Greene. 
Rightly said, talking about the present scenario when everyone has their own
fitness goals and the different physical structures. Some people might be fat,
thin, tall, short, etc. Due to this pandemic situation, people are not able to go
to gyms, fitness areas, etc. So, let’s all come together and come up with ideas
that we can do at home with simple arrangements. First idea is to jog around
your terrace. The second idea is to dance (Zumba or any energetic song). I
would like to mention some YouTube channels like the GLOW GIRL TALES, FIT
WITH PALAK AND SELF. Next way is to make a checklist of how many calories
we are consuming. We must keep ourselves under control! Yoga and
meditation are also very helpful. Yoga increases flexibility, cardio and
circulatory health. One last recommendation is to drink warm water with
lemon and honey every morning that reduces our cholesterol levels! One can
also prefer to have green tea. These all can be fitness goals. These tips not
only make your body fit but relaxes as well!
#Stay Home and Stay Safe # Stay Fit and Stay Health

Amsha
VII-B

THE NEW NORMAL
The Covid-19 pandemic has turned the world upside down. What was
supposed to be abnormal and used to raise eyebrows a few months back is
perfectly normal now. Six feet distance while communicating, wearing a face
mask, regular hand wash & using hand sanitizers was very rare. Staying at
home is cool now. Homemade food on the table is desirable & domestic help
became a thing of the past. Book reading, indoor games is in vogue. Going out
for picnics or window shopping doesn’t even cross any one’s mind nowadays.
Office goers working from home, kids studying from home is the new normal.
The COVID-19 pandemic has given the virtual world a big boost, and the long-
term implications go far beyond zoom-calls and virtual summits.

Saanvi Shree
VII-D

EMBRACING THE NEW NORMAL

August 2020

AVI KUMAR- VI D

ANANYA NALAMATI- VII B

P. SAI ABHINAV- VII A

The early monsoon winds pile up against the ghat
mountains in India, until the wind and clouds eventually
roll over and take the monsoon rains farther inland



HOW LIFE HAS BEEN AFFECTED DUE TO THE PANDEMIC
Like many people, I was also eagerly looking forward to 2020 as it was the beginning of a new year and a new
decade. But then out of the blue, coronavirus hit the whole world. Until Feb-March the virus was contained in
Wuhan, China and in some parts of the world. From March onwards, it spread in the whole world including India,
destroying the economies of the countries. Who expected that this type of virus would come and keep us all at
home and in lockdown!
It did bring some positives though. This lockdown has helped us discover some latent skills that we had but we
never realized. People have become very creative and have discovered hobbies and hidden talent(s). We even get
to spend valuable time with our family. This virus has made everyone realize the importance of self-hygiene. In this
pandemic the percentage of pollution has decreased leading to more rain, wild animals appearing on the road, and
people could see the Himalayas from Haryana and Punjab.  
With a few positive things, several negative things have also happened in the world. Hundreds of thousands of
people lost their lives including the community helpers like police, doctors etc. People also lost their livelihoods.
Social life has been severely affected in every aspect except for social media. Screen time for kids is causing harm
to their eyes. Every year we used to go on a vacation but this year our concept of vacation had to be changed. 
Schools and colleges are shut while online classes are on. Parents are also working from home. In these difficult
times, it is very important to support each other physically, mentally and emotionally. Who knows when we will be
back to normal life, when we can go out and eat in our favorite restaurants, when will schools reopen again?
Coronavirus has definitely impacted lives like never before! Although it taught us many things, I do wish and pray
this COVID goes away soon and we get back to normalcy.   

Vedant Bhansali
VII-C

THE LOCKDOWN
I still remember the day before 22nd March, when I could go to play with my friends, order food from restaurants and do
many other normal things. After this lockdown, life became hard. Many things which we used to do in the summer could not
be done this year like eating ice creams, playing, vacations, visiting a waterpark, etc. Still, there are a few advantages, we
could learn to handle ourselves during this situation by doing household chores, helping mom in the kitchen, arranging my
book shelf and a lot more. This has all become the new normal now. Lockdown gave us the freedom from going to school
on very hot days and shortened the average school day to just 3 hours of online classes. Learning is cool and fun now at
home, and in online classes. As for now, the lockdown is still on and the situation is not getting any better. I hope the
situation gets back to normal soon.

Pranav Veldurti
VII - D

EMBRACING THE NEW NORMAL
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Monsoons usually calls for a celebration because its a
relief after the long 6 month drought season



LOCKDOWN - A BOON OR A BANE?
“Man is by nature a social animal…” said Greek philosopher-politician
Aristotle over 2000-years-ago. His words may never have been more
relevant than they are today, in our current crisis-induced era of social
distancing. Socializing has not stopped, however, we are social creatures
and we have the technology to remain social for work and play, even when
confined to our homes. In the present scenario, I am unable to go out to play
with my friends or watch movies , go shopping. It is actually not just me but
the whole nation has got stuck indoors. Though attending online classes is
fun but I miss my school a lot because I enjoy playing with my friends, going
to mess, assemblies and a lot more. I also promised myself not to eat non-
veg foods till we find a vaccine for coronavirus.
We have also gained some positive things from this lockdown. I spend most
of my time learning some new tricks in chess, drawing, spending time with
my parents by helping them in their household chores. This has become the
new normal and each one of us is embracing this everyday now.

Rohan  Karthhikeya
VII - C

EMBRACING THE NEW NORMAL
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C.V SANSKRITI- VI C

ADVAIY- VII C

MOHHAMED ADNAN- VIII B

Somu, Sujay, Prem and Vinay 
VIII-D

Strengthening of the Asian monsoon has been linked to the
uplift of the Tibetan Plateau after the collision of the Indian
sub-continent and Asia around five million years ago



This session has been so different than any of us expected. I have to
compliment the students for adapting to the change so effortlessly. I took over
as their class teacher from June,2020.It was entertaining while interacting
with them via the ‘Daily Morning Radio Show’ which included world news, local
news, Meridian news, fun facts, jokes and riddles. Students ended the daily
morning radio show with songs of their choice and we listened to a wide variety
of music. These sessions proved as refreshing for the students as it was for
me. I do look forward to the next segment which is based on the ‘Friendship’
theme.

It's been four months since we commenced this journey of new normal. This is
the time when each one of us are still learning about a wide range of online
tools and a lot about Social Emotional Learning to make the teaching-learning
process more engaging and effective...this is the time when school corridors,
classrooms, canteen area, assembly hall and every corner are missing having
all of us around but we have embraced this new normal. Activities during online
classes are enthused with fun-learning. Making of family tree, group
discussions, dramatic monologue, accepting challenges, paying respect to the
corona warriors, and a lot more is being done. One of my favourite days during
the online class was to see many students joining with pride, in the school
uniform that they wore after so long for a group discussion. I felt ecstatic to
witness all the students exploring, thinking, creating and sharing their thoughts
& ideas.

FROM THE CLASSROOM LENS

August 2020

LEARNING CAN BE COOL! RADIO SHOW

Ms. Anjana Kumar
Middle School Faculty 

(Physics & French)

BEING VIRTUAL IS THE NEW NORMAL

Ms. Vinita R. Singh
 Middle School Faculty

(English)

Monsoon winds always blow from a cold region to a
warm region



Recently, we did HCF and LCM activity in the class. Among all the activities, this activity came out really well where
children presented flawless work. It was beyond expectations to see them doing wonders and having fun with
maths. Even in this pandemic situation, children gathered the required material and completed the activity. They
were asked just to draw and show, but children wanted perfection and proved at every stage that ‘Sky is not the
limit’. They did not compromise. I was extremely happy & grateful when I received the pictures and videos from
the students. Thanks to all the parents for the support they are giving to children as well as the teachers in
running the classes smoothly.

During online classes, our teachers have created a virtual channel for us to explore in many ways. In this process we had a group
discussion in our English class on the most unpredictable and a lovely month THE MARCH. We were divided into four groups. One group
spoke on the topic - ‘VARIOUS CHANGES IN THE MONTH OF MARCH’ & the other group spoke about, ‘THE TRANSITION PERIOD FROM
WINTER TO SUMMER AND ITS EFFECT IN OUR LIVES’. Time allotted for discussion was just two days. I was very apprehensive if we would
be able to present on time as it is a group activity that depends on teamwork and coordination but each one of us was implicated, shared
our views, thoughts & emerged as "Active Listeners". It's a wonderful feeling to come up with our thoughts and present in an online
classroom.

FROM THE CLASSROOM LENS

August 2020

Ms. Santoshi Cheruku, 
Middle School Faculty 

(Maths)

"DISCUSSION IS AN EXCHANGE OF KNOWLEDGE , IDEAS ,
THOUGHTS AND SHARING VIEWS".

FUN WITH MATHS

Tanmayee 
VIII-C

Monsoons  can make a desert change into a green
landscape



INGREDIENTS:  Multipurpose flour-1 cup, Cocoa powder-1/4 cup, Powdered
sugar-1 cup, Butter-3/4 cup, Eggs-3, Baking Powder-1 teaspoon, Baking
Soda-1/2 teaspoon, Chocolate chips-2 spoons, Vanilla essence-1/2
teaspoon, Pinch of Salt
 METHOD: Take a big bowl. Beat eggs, sugar, and butter until light and fluffy.
Sieve multipurpose flour, baking powder, baking soda, and cocoa Powder.
Preheat the oven at 180 degrees for 10 minutes. Now gradually pour the dry
ingredients into the egg mixture by using a spoon and  whip well. Grease the
cake mould, pour the cake mix and bake it at 180 degrees for 30 minutes.
Indulge in the delicacy.  
                                                                                                                    Ritvik  Malhotra  
                                                                                                                                        VIII-B

INGREDIENTS:  ¾ cup sugar, 1 cup milk, ¼ teaspoon salt, 2 tablespoons
unsweetened cocoa powder, 3 egg yolks - lightly beaten, 2 ounces
semisweet chocolate - chopped, 2 cups heavy cream, 1 teaspoon vanilla
extract
METHOD: Combine sugar, milk, salt, and cocoa powder in a saucepan over
medium heat, stirring constantly. Bring to a simmer. Place the egg yolks
into a small bowl. Gradually add about 1/2 cup of the hot liquid and mix it
back into the saucepan. Heat until thickened, but do not boil. Remove from
the heat, and add chopped chocolate. Stir until chocolate is melted. Pour
into a pre-chilled bowl, and refrigerate for about two hours until cold,
stirring occasionally. When the chocolate mixture has completely cooled,
add cream, and vanilla. Pour into an ice cream maker, and freeze. Your
chocolate ice-cream is ready!
                                                                                                                                Sanhita         
                                                                                                                                     VIII-D

INGREDIENTS: Wheat flour – 1 cup, Powdered sugar – 1/2 cup, Baking
soda – 1/2 tsp, Milk powder – 1/4 cup, Honey – 1 tablespoon, Milk – 1 cup
Equipment: Sieve filter 
METHOD: Take wheat flour, baking soda, sugar, milk powder in a bowl
and mix well. Add milk and honey gradually, mix well. Heat butter in a
nonstick pan. Pour a small ladle full of batter and cook till golden on
each side. Flip over and cook. Remove and cool it down. Spread nutella
on the pancakes for yummy taste, sandwich with the other one and
serve.
                                                                                                                             Kritha
                                                                                                                                VII-C

SUGAR & SPICE
August 2020

CHOCO CHIP CAKE

CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM

DORA CAKE

The term monsoon was first used in English in
British India



The limey pie has a taste like a cheesecake. This dessert is an extraordinarily simple and fire less recipe. With few
drops of green food colour, you can add the glamour to this wonderful delicious pie.
Servings: 6; Preparation time: 25 minutes; Chilling Time: 2 hours 
INGREDIENTS: ½ tin (200 grams) – Sweetened Condensed Milk, 15 biscuits (100 gms) – Take biscuits with less
sugar and no chocolate, 6 Teaspoons – Melted Butter, 1/3 cup (50 ml) – Lime juice, 1 cup (150 ml) – Fresh cream,
Few drops – Green food colour (optional)
)METHOD: Crush the biscuits. Add 6 teaspoons melted butter to the crushed biscuits. Mix it well .Take a shallow
glass dish and grease it well. Press the mixture of melted butter and crushed biscuits into the glass dish. Keep this
dish in the refrigerator for 15 minutes. Whisk 200 grams condensed milk and lime juice well until it gets thick. Take
out the glass dish from the refrigerator after 15 minutes, Pour the condensed milk and lime juice mixture on the
biscuit layer. Swirl the green food colour through the mixture to get a marble effect. Freeze it for 1-2 hours or until
set. Chilled Lime Pie is ready to eat.
Try this Yummy recipe and enjoy!

This summer, I tried my favourite  Gujarati dish: DAL  DHOKLI which turned out to be delicious. So, here is the recipe to
make this tasty dish.
INGREDIENTS: (FOR DHOKLI) 1 Full cup gram flour, Salt (as per taste), 1 Teaspoon  turmeric powder, 1 Teaspoon  red chili, 
 2 Tablespoon oil, 1\2 Glass water for kneading flour (1\2 Glass water for 1 cup flour)
INGREDIENTS: (FOR DAL) 1 Cup Toor Dal, 1 Chopped onion, 1 Chopped tomato,  1\2 Crushed ginger, Salt (As per taste), 1\4
Teaspoon  turmeric powder
METHOD (FOR DHOKLI): Add flour, salt, turmeric powder and red chili powder in an utensil. Mix water and knead the
dough. Once the dough is ready, pour oil into it. Make small balls out of the dough and roll them flat. Cut small squares out
of the flat shapes.
METHOD (FOR DAL): Add dal and one cup of water into the cooker. Mix Salt and turmeric powder into the cooker. In a
separate pan, fry the cut tomatoes and onions in 1\2 tablespoon ghee. Add cooked onion-tomato mix and crushed ginger
to the dal and mix well. After dal is cooked properly, start adding small pieces of Dhokli into the cooker. Let it cook on low
flame for 20 minutes.
FOR PRESENTATION: Pour hot DAL DHOKLI in a bowl, garnish it with coriander leaves and jaggery, serve it with
cucumber-tomato salad.

SUGAR & SPICE
August 2020

 Akshita
  VIII-D

AUTHENTIC GUJRATI DAL DHOKLI

 Anushka 
VIII-D

CHILLED LIME PIE

Monsoon betting market in India is worth Rs. 25000
crore, although it’s totally illegal. Bookies give their
predictions by following the forecast of Colaba Weather
Bureau and International Meteorological Charts.



INGREDIENTS : ½ Cup corn flour, ½ Cup sugar, 2 Cups milk. 
For syrup: 1/3 Cup all purpose flour, 2 Tbsp sugar, ½ Cup water/milk. 
Bread crumbs, Oil for fry, Cinnamon powder 
METHOD: Take a pan and add ½ cup corn flour, ½ cup sugar and 2 cups milk,
stir. Keep the pan on a stove and stir till it becomes thick. Put the thick
batter as milk bites in a mould and refrigerate it for 2 hours. After 2 hours,
take the mould out and cut the layer of milk bytes into fine and fat pieces
and keep it aside. 
Make smooth syrup in another mixing bowl, add 1/3 cup all purpose flour, 2
tbsp sugar and 1/2 cup water/milk and stir it until it becomes smooth. 
For coating - dip the milk bytes in the smooth syrup, take it out and dip it in
bread crumbs, keep them in the freezer for 10 mins.
For frying - take a pan and heat it , add oil to the pan and deep fry the milk
bytes in the pan, fry them till they become golden brown.  Sprinkle cinnamon
powder on the top of the milk bytes.

STRAWBERRY LEMONADE BARS
These strawberry lemonade bars are delicious, refreshing and so easy to
make!
INGREDIENTS:  For the crust ½ cup butter (room temperature), ¼ cup sugar,
1 ½ cup flour, ¼ teaspoon vanilla extract, A pinch of salt, 
Strawberry lemonade filling: 1 small cup fresh lemon juice, 1 teaspoon
lemon zest, ¾ cup diced strawberries, 1 ¼ cups sugar, 4 large eggs, ¼ cup
flour, ½ teaspoon baking powder, pinch of salt, powdered sugar (for dusting)
Equipment: 9 x 13 pan Hand mixer Blender Sifter
Preparation of the crust:  Preheat the oven to 350 F, grease and line the
baking pan with parchment paper. In a large bowl, beat butter and sugar until
light and fluffy. (if you don’t have a hand mixer just mix it with a whisk) Add
flour, vanilla extract and salt and continue mixing until the dough is
formed. Place the dough in the pan and press evenly onto the bottom. Bake
in the oven for 18 minutes or until the edges are golden brown.
Making the filling:  Take a blender, add the lemon juice, lemon zest, diced
strawberries and sugar. Blend until smooth. Add the eggs and blend again.
Add the flour, baking powder and a pinch of salt and blend for another 15
seconds. Pour the mixture on the prepared crust and bake in the oven for 35-
40 minutes. Let it cool completely. Dust with some powdered sugar using the
sifter. Cut cubes or any shape you like and enjoy!  
                                                                                                                             Yashaswini 
                                                                                                                                         VIII-D

SUGAR & SPICE
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FRIED MILK - (MILK BITES)

Srihanshita Reddy
 VIII-D

The first weather forecast in India was made on
4 June 1886



CONTINUE WRITING FOR 

TIMES MERIDIAN! 

Winning Class - VIII  D 
Greetings from VIII - D ! 
As the class teacher, I take this opportunity to congratulate and thank each
student who has contributed to making this class as the WINNER by sending the
entries for this edition of Times Meridian. I was pleasantly surprised to find out the
class has won by contributing 19+ entries this time. This win is highly
commendable and deeply appreciated. The class has set their own standard and I
would look forward to this level of participation in each and every event. I hope the
class continues with their high level of motivation and enthusiasm for this
academic session. Well done class!!
                                                                                                                          Ms. Anjana kumar
                                                                                                                   Class Teacher - VIII D

 A NEW EDITION EVERY MONTH!
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